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ABSTRACT

In an urban environment, the occlusion of satellite broadcasts varies across space

and thus, preplanning for collection of GPS points requires consideration of these

obstructions. This paper presents a GIS embedded model (ArcGIS and ArcObjects) for

predicting GPS error via modeling PDOP in an urban environment. The "skyview" model

predicted PDOP for spatial locations as a function of the percentage of the sky visible to

the viewer. The terrain was modeled with a combination of airborne LIDAR mass points

and building footprints. The observed GPS constellation was compared to modeled

"skyview" for spatial locations across the University of South Carolina campus.
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INTRODUCTION

The global positioning system (GPS) is a system that allows for the increased

effectiveness of obtaining positions for geographically referenced data (Geomatics

Canada, 1993).  The importance of modeling GPS error in an urban environment is

paramount with the multitude of applications of GPS in an urban setting.  The initial

application that arises is the use of GPS as a mapping tool.  The built-up environment

introduces unique obstacles that GPS are not usually forced to contend with in less

urbanized or more natural settings (e.g. buildings and vegetation).  These obstacles act as

obstructions, which decrease the ability of a GPS receiver to obtain signals from

satellites, hence affecting the error or accuracy associated with GPS observation – a

problematic situation for users of GPS as a mapping tool.

GPS accuracy is a function of six major factors – geometry of satellites,

ionospheric and tropospheric delays, satellite ephemeris (orbit), satellite clock error,

receiver noise, and multipathing (Kleusberg and Langley, 1990).  When using GPS in an

urban environment, all of these factors except geometry of satellites and multipathing

affect GPS accuracy in a constant amount.  The major factor in any GPS application is

always the geometry of the satellites.  In an urban environment, the occlusion of satellite

broadcasts via buildings varies dramatically across space and thus, determines the

geometry of satellites for a position fix.  Preplanning for an upcoming collection of GPS

points requires consideration of these local obstructions.  Existing GPS planning

approaches are based on one of the following:

• In situ survey with GPS in the field measuring position dilution of
precision  (PDOP) -- a measurement commonly associated with accuracy
or error of positioning
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• In situ survey with compass and hand-held level
• In situ survey with fish-eye camera
• Floating cone model using stereo photography

The first three approaches require labor-intensive surveys in the field.  In situ

investigations with or without compass and levels are the common approaches in

planning GPS collections.  The real-time use of a GPS receiver for determining PDOP is

obviously the most reliable but also the most expensive approach requiring both labor

and equipment costs.  A somewhat recent approach using stereo photography (Boulianne,

et al., 1996) has been developed but requires a stereo workstation, stereophotography,

and is labor intensive.   Although the use of digital terrain models and satellite

constellations coupled with view models would seem to be a logical suggestion

(Hofmann-Wellenhof, et al., 1993) for determining what locations are favorable for GPS

several impediments remain.  Digital terrain models of high spatial resolution would be

required to adequately characterize the obstructions in an urban environment.  Such

terrain representations must include cultural features (e.g., buildings).   Traditional

approaches to terrain mapping (e.g., by the US Geological Survey, [USGS]) are focused

on coarse spatial resolutions and do not map heights of cultural features.  These models

are, in effect, estimates of the “bald earth.”  Models of the sky view are not part of

commercial GIS implementations.  In fact, models of the visible sky for locations are

essentially non-existent.

This paper focuses on the cumulative geometric configuration of GPS satellites as

modeled by the sky view.  The sky view for any location is defined as the percentage of

the sky hemisphere that may be seen by an observer on the ground.
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The research objective in this paper is to determine whether a model of sky view is an

adequate predictor of GPS error in the urban environment.  This hypothesis, (e.g. that the

skyview model is an adequate predictor of PDOP) was empirically evaluated by

comparing modeled sky viewshed values to observed precision of dilution (PDOP) values

from fieldwork.

The relationship between GPS error and PDOP is well established; thus, if the

developed sky viewshed model can predict PDOP it follows that GPS error may be also

be predicted.   In addition, recent work has demonstrated the impact of vegetation canopy

on the GPS signal.  Since some urban environments (e.g., a University campus or

residential neighborhood) contain substantial tree cover, vegetation canopy coverage will

be included in the model.  The fundamental relationship examined in this paper was:

GPS PDOP  = f sky view(buildings, vegetation canopy)

In general, lower PDOP values represent observations with less error or greater

accuracy, while higher PDOP signifies increasing problems with positioning. GPS PDOP

should decrease as the modeled percentage of sky view increases.

Figure 1.1. Theoretical relationship between GPS accuracy
and PDOP, sky view
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PREVIOUS RESEARCH

While GPS involves concepts of geodesy in its functioning, GPS is more

commonly defined through its ability to determine positions on the earth’s surface

through information derived from satellite position and distance measurements.

Sources of GPS Positioning Error

The six main areas of GPS error are orbital, satellite clock, ionospheric,

tropospheric, receiver clock, and multipath and receiver noise (Figure 2.3).  A complete

review of each of these error sources possible with GPS is beyond the scope of this study.

Each of these errors will have varying effects depending on the type of receiver

used, and where the receiver is in the environment.  The addition of post or real time

processing of differential errors greatly reduces error, depending on the sophistication

Figure 2.1.  Common sources of error in GPS signal
propagation, (Geomatics Canada, 1993).
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with which the system used to collect the position data exhibits, and the correction

methods involved.

Estimates of GPS Positioning Error

Estimating GPS accuracy is a complex problem requiring the specific definition

of numerous parameters.  The general term Dilution of Precision (DOP) is referred to in

GPS literature as a measure of geometry.   The effect of satellite configuration geometry

is expressed by a DOP, and is largely a function of the number of satellites in a direct

line-of-sight to the receiver  (Kleusberg and Langley, 1990, p.52).  DOP, while acting as

a general accuracy indicator, does not relate exactly to accuracy.  Rather, it is not the

errors themselves that are directly increased by the DOP factor; it is the uncertainty of the

GPS position that is increased by the DOP factor (Sickle, 2001, p.74). DOP values are

directly related to geometry, and since ‘good’ geometry relates to a low DOP value, the

reciprocal value of the volume of the geometric body is directly proportional to DOP

(Hofmann-Wellenhof, et al., 1997).  Position Dilution of Precision (PDOP) is one of the

more commonly used factors in determining accuracy of GPS.  A high PDOP indicates

poor GPS observation, while a lower PDOP value indicates more favourable GPS

conditions.

GPS and the Urban Environment

While a number of error sources affect the ability of GPS to accurately position

locations, each of the commonly discussed error sources do not directly address the issue

of occlusions from the surrounding environment.  Several studies have examined GPS

accuracy in forested environments (Barrette et al, 2000, Naesset et al, 2000).  Few
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research studies deal with the obstructions found in urban environments.  It is a generally

accepted that conducting GPS in urban environments is problematic, yet there are few

efforts to quantify such difficulties.  Langley and Kleusberg (1990) address the urban

environment generally while discussing the limitations of GPS:

“In the inner city streets of urban areas lined with skyscrapers the ‘visibility’ of
GPS satellites are very limited.  In such areas the signals can be obstructed for
extended periods of time or even continuously unavailable” (p.50)

A localized approach (per point) to modeling the urban-GPS related problems

uses photogrammetric methods.  Using a floating cone concept and stereoscopic

principles, visual checking of the obstructions as they relate to the elevation mask angle

can be performed (Boulianne et al, 1996).  Practical application of this approach requires

stereo photography and associated stereo image analysis workstations.  While this

attempt addresses the main factors involved in occlusions, such as buildings in urban

environments, it is not usually efficient or cost-effective.

A more comprehensive approach to predicting GPS errors from landscape

occlusions involves using a digital terrain model as suggested by Hofmann-Wellenhoff et

al (1993).   To the author’s knowledge, this approach has not been actually implemented.

Nonetheless, if based on the typical “bald-earth” model this approach fails to take into

account specific factors of human-made features, such as buildings, the very factors

affecting signal reception and integrity.  Any other broader scale solutions to subdue

effects of occlusions in urban areas come at significantly greater costs.    Increasing

ground control stations across urban areas also would aid in positioning accuracy and

differencing solutions but would not necessarily result in improved position estimates in

an urban environment.
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The forest canopy also attenuates or occludes the GPS signal.  Forest canopy,

however, may not completely occlude the signal and thus, affects the geometry of

satellite and satellite visibility, differently than urban infrastructure (Naesset et al 2000).

Thus, while obstructions such as canopy do affect signal accuracy and ability to reach

receivers, elevation angles also have a great affect on ‘GPS-ability’.  Thus, while GPS

positioning accuracy is definitely proven to affect forest canopy, exactly how and in what

degree accuracy is affected depends on canopy characteristics, but also processing and

receiver characteristics as well.

Sky view versus GIS Viewshed Modeling

The concept of viewshed modeling in contemporary GIS technology refers to the

computation of locations on the ground, which are visible from another position on the

ground.  ESRI© ArcGIS 3D Analyst provides tools for three-dimensional visualization,

analysis and surface generation.  Such tools, specifically the viewshed operation, allow

you to determine visibility on a surface from point to point along a given line of sight, or

across the entire surface in a viewshed (ESRI, 2001).  This approach to visibility from a

cell location is useful for certain applications involving questions of visibility from other

surface points, but does not compute visible locations off the surface, such as satellites in

the sky.
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METHODOLOGY

Study Area

The study area is the main University of South Carolina (USC) campus, in

Columbia, South Carolina.  This study site was chosen due to both the familiarity of the

author with the area, and the practical need to determine the GPS-ability in this area for a

supportive project deployed by the USC Facility Services Landscaping and

Environmental Services Department. The USC main campus area is believed to exhibit a

wide range of sky view percentages that would enable a rigorous test of the proposed

model.  Columbia, SC is a moderate size urban area with few “skyscraper” type

buildings.  The buildings heights within the University of South Carolina range in height

from approximately 5m to 60m.  The entire USC properties cover an area of

approximately 450 ha.

Figure 3.1. The location of the study area is marked by the blue
square in this Richland County, SC map.
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Data Sets

LIDAR Data

In the spring of 2000 (March 1-22), the Richland County GIS Department had

LIDAR data collected for their management of public resources.  An Optech ALTM 1210

sensor was flown at an altitude of 3960’, collecting approximately 10,000 pulses/second.

This resulted in a 2 m nominal posting of data points across the defined area.  The

LIDAR data post-processing produced both a first-return (e.g., vegetation canopy) and

last-return (e.g., ground) pulses.

Buildings Footprints

Existing computer aided design (CAD) files were transformed into files with

geographic coordinates for use within geographic information system (GIS) software.

These building footprints served as the basis for the boundaries of buildings in the digital

surface model (DSM) creation using the LIDAR derived data

Digital Orthophotography

In addition to building footprints, two sets of digital orthophotography obtained

through Richland County, were utilized for reference data creation (Figure 3.2).

    
     a.  1996, 0.5 ft resolution                                      b.  2000, 1 ft resolution

Figure 3.2.  Digital orthophotography utilized in research project collected
in 1996 (a) and in 2000 (b).
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Reference Data

The reference data collection for validating the sky view-modeled visibility with GPS

error was composed of observed maximum PDOP values from a mapping-grade receiver.

This system has the capability of collecting sub-meter accurate positions, and has been

used as a mapping-grade receiver in the University of South Carolina campus

environment for various mapping capabilities.  PDOP values for all reference points were

collected using a Trimble ProXR receiver.  The key settings for this application were an

elevation mask of 15° and a PDOP mask of 99 (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1 Reference Data Collection Settings
Option Setting

Position Mode: Manual 3D
Elevation Mask: 15
SNR Mask: 6.0
PDOP Mask: 99.0
PDOP Switch 100
Apply Real-Time: Auto
RTK Mode: On

The PDOP Mask setting was set to the maximum allowable PDOP, (99) to enable the

collection of both high and low PDOP values, rather than just low.

Initially a geographically random generation of 100 was utilized in determining

reference data  Using the 2000 digital orthophotography, these 100 points were moved to

the nearest photo-identifiable feature.  Next, a stratified-random approach of collecting

data was employed, whereby approximately 200 additional points were selected across

the study area and processed to determine their ‘building’ sky view.  A total of 99

reference observation points were utilized, with at least 4 reference observations in most

of the 14 categories of 5% each  (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3.  Building footprints within study area showing final reference
points used in sky view validation modeling.

Predicted PDOP

A dominant factor in any GPS mission is the configuration of satellites. The

observed maximum PDOP for a reference point may change somewhat depending on the

configuration of satellites as well as the obstructions.  Part of the validation process

would use a standardized PDOP, or the ratio of clear-sky PDOP divided by observed

maximum PDOP.  (A typical standardized measure would use the reciprocal of this

measure where PDOP is lowest, rather than highest, for the clear-sky values.)

While reproducing the hemispherical location for all satellites at any time would

be beyond the scope of this study, the ‘predicted’ PDOP values based on a specific time,

elevation and latitude/longitude relate directly to the configuration of satellites.  Predicted

PDOP values were collected utilizing the Quick Plan mission-planning software

contained within Trimble GPS Pathfinder 2.70 software.
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Elevation Model Construction

The elevation model was constructed through a combination of multiple return

LIDAR data and building footprints.  Using building footprints minimizes several

problems with any LIDAR dataset:

1) LIDAR returns have a horizontal error of approximately 100cm (30.4 in),
2) at best, a LIDAR return every 2m (78.7 in) on the ground would be observed,
3) the automated labeling process of LIDAR returns into “ground”  is imperfect.

Not all points within buildings footprints were used as the LIDAR data has some

horizontal error (estimated to be 100cm RMSE).  Based on the estimated RMSE, a

conservative buffer of 200cm (approximately 2*RMSE or 95% confidence level) inside

each building footprint was used as a criterion for selecting LIDAR returns that could

confidently be labeled as “building” (Figure 3.4)

       

a.        b. c.

Figure 3.4.   Building height derivation process used a 2m inside buffer (a) to
produce a set of LIDAR returns that may be confidently labeled as “building” (c).

Once returns were selected using the 2m inside buffer for each building, a zonal

maximum of the LIDAR-derived heights per building was utilized to compute building

heights from multiple observations
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Figure 3.5.  Data flow processing diagram of LIDAR building and
ground surface elevations.
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The ground surface outside buildings was also determined using the last LIDAR returns

and an inversion of the building height process.  Only the LIDAR points outside the

building footprints and more than 200cm (2m) from the boundary of buildings were used.

Vegetation Canopy

The major difference between buildings and trees are their relative transparency.

Buildings are opaque, while vegetation can range from translucent to any degree

depending on the age or the species of tree (and hence foliage type).   Attempting to

develop a representation of trees that captures the variety of vegetation translucency on

campus would be extremely inefficient, and thus, impractical in a real-world application.

A simplistic representation of trees was computed using the LIDAR postings with the

following limitations in this ‘model’ of vegetations are:

1) All vegetation is not purely opaque relative to GPS signals,
2) The LIDAR posting density of 2m does not capture all small vegetation or the

perfect representation of a vegetation canopy.

This ‘model’ of campus vegetation is the fastest and most reliable method to determine

the effects of vegetation on GPS use in the urban environment. Once again, a 2m buffer

around each building was used to eliminate LIDAR returns used in the vegetation canopy

creation process (Figure 3.6)

Figure 3.6.   Sample of LIDAR Vegetation returns used
to create vegetation surface.
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Buildings were not included in this vegetation surface, as the effects of trees was only

tested statistically, and thus treated independently.  This output product of ‘just

vegetation’ (with no buildings) gives rise to an independence problem, whereby some

vegetation in the model might never be ‘seen’ by the observer as they are behind

buildings (and vice versa for buildings behind trees).  An integrated model of buildings

and vegetation was also created in an attempt to better model the real world.   

Integrated Vegetation and Building Model

The most realistic representation of obstructions in the urban environment

includes the integration of buildings and vegetation, or tree canopy.

Vegetation Canopy Grid

Vegetation Canopy Grid
with Building Footprints

(as 0’s)

Reclassify Buildings
Buildings – 0

All other cells – 1

Multiply using Raster
Calculator

Buildings

Reclassified Buildings

Add Grids
 (Raster Calculator)

Vegetation Canopy Grid +
con(IsNull([Buildings]), 0,

([Building]))

Vegetation Canopy Grid with Buildings

Buildings

Figure 3.7.   Data flow processing diagram of building and vegetation surface
elevation creation.
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Ideally, each obstruction (light poles, telephone wires, etc) might fully represent

every possible obstruction in terms of GPS use; however, buildings and vegetation

represent the two major sources of interference with GPS use in the study area.  These

obstructions were computed separately in an attempt to determine their independent

contribution within the ‘sky view’ model, but were also integrated into a single product to

further analyze the possible interaction of these obstructions within the sky view model

(Figure 3.7).

Sky view Model

The method of modeling sky view involved computation of the percentage of sky

view at each reference point in a raster data model of campus.  The factors engaged in

determining sky view involved the height of obstructions (i.e., buildings or vegetation),

and the distance of the obstruction to the receiver. This processing was performed in

ESRI’s GIS suite of products, mainly ArcMap.  The computation required for even a

small study area is heavy; thus, the Visual Basic programming language was used to

develop the model.  The use of ArcObjects with Visual Basic greatly reduced the manual

computation time, and aided in the author’s learning of the said language.

Building and vegetation heights, combined with the distance of a reference point

to a building or vegetation create the angles involved in computation of nearest visible

maximum angle above the occlusion (in this case the building) (Figure 3.8). When these

values are aggregated and further calculation is performed, each reference point has a

percentage of visible sky as a value. A one-dimensional figure (Figure 3.9) displays the

sectors emanating from a single location.   For a single search direction from a candidate

cell, the distance and angle to the surface object occluding the sky is identified.  The
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angle from the observer (at GPS antennae height) to the top of the occluding

object is the maximum angle in that search direction.  For each reference point separate

angles were computed representing building objects, vegetation objects, and the

integrated building/vegetation objects.   For computational reasons and spatial resolution

limitations (5m grid cell size in the surface models), thirty-six wedges of 10° widths were

used.

Figure 3.9.   Planimetric map and profile of sky view model concepts.

Candidate cell location

Occlusion (i.e. building)

By knowing the height of the building, the distance
to the building and using trigonometry functions, the
angle to the building can be determined.

Tan α = a/b = height/ distance

Figure 3.8.  Basic two-dimensional schematic of sky view showing
the distance (d) and angle (_) to the obstruction
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_
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Model Processing

The central factor in the sky view methodology is determining the maximum

upward angle (or _) to an obstruction in a given direction, whether it is a building or a

tree.  The main equation used is as follows:

Maximum Upward Angle = Tan-1 (a/b) * 180/π (Equation  3.1)

where, a = difference in height between object and GPS antenna
b = horizontal distance between object and GPS antenna

The preprocessing of data required to compute _ involves a number of steps that

were performed in a GIS, initially manually and later in an automated model (Figure

3.10).  The goal of the model was to determine the amount of visible sky from the GPS

receiver, using GIS techniques to estimate the visible sky.  The major assumption is that

the maximum upward angle (_) between the viewer and the distance to the object

represents the occluded sky.

Create New Table for Wedge value Output

For each point in the shapefile

1. Compute Distance  [b in the equation]

2. Compute Direction

3. Reclassify Direction Grid to 36 10° wedges

4. Compute Elevation Difference  [a in the equation]
(elevation at that point – elevation at reference point)

5. Compute Arctangent of a/b and multiply by 180/π

6. Summarize by Zones, Maximum
Wedges are zones, determining Maximum Angle per Wedge

7. Export Maximum Angle to New Table for further processing

Loop to next point in Shapefile

Figure 3.10.   Modeling steps for sky view model.
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A zonal construct involves the input of both a raster with values to summarize,

and a zone to restrict the observations under consideration.  McCoy and Johnston (2001)

note that, “Zonal functions compute an output raster data set where the output value for

each location depends on the value of the cell at the location and the association that

location has within a cartographic zone.”  Thus, in the context of the sky view model

processing, the input raster that was to be summarized was the angle grid (Figure 3.12, f),

and the zones to summarize by were the wedges (Figure 3.12, d).  Outputs from a zonal

function can be stored in a raster grid or in a table.  In this implementation a table of the

summary was produced.  The ‘summarize by zones’ construct resulted in a

computationally efficient model and allowed for ease in analyzing a large number of

observations (e.g., 99).

 Wedge Zonal function

Angle grid is summarized
by zone (in this case one
wedge is shown)

Summarize By Zones Output Table

 Wedge ZONE layer

 Angle RASTER INPUT layer

Sky view Wedge Zonal function process

Figure 3.11.   Summarize by zones concepts relevant to sky view
model.
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Examples of each step in the process model are displayed in Figure 3.12.

   

   a.  Main Elevation Grid b.  Distance Grid

   

    c.   Direction Grid d.   Reclassified Direction to 36 Wedges

e.   Elevation Difference Grid f.   Angle Grid

Figure 3.12.  Consecutive steps (a through f) in sky view model processing.
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The sky view model was automated utilizing VBA script, in the ArcObjects Development

environment, with the help of ESRI representatives and experienced VB programmers.

Sky view Calculation

The output of the VBA script discussed does not include the final steps of

summarizing the total percentage of the sky from the individual wedges.  Computing the

total sky view percentage was performed in Microsoft Excel.  The .dbf file output from

the VBA script was transferred into Microsoft Excel for further data calculation.

The proportion of the hemispherical (from horizon to zenith) sky visible by the GPS

antenna within a 10° wedge is derived as:

WedgeArea = [10 * π * ((90 – _) / 90)2 ] / 360       (Equation 3.2)

The percentage of the hemispherical (from horizon to horizon) sky visible by the GPS

antenna at a reference point is then derived from the visible area of the 36 wedges:

% Sky view = (Σ WedgeArea)/ π) * 100 (Equation 3.3)

Sky view was computed for all 99 observations of reference data, using buildings,

vegetation canopy, and the integrated building and vegetation canopy product as

obstructions.

Validation

Sky view percentage is represented in the following three forms:

1. ‘building sky view’ with only buildings calculated as obstructions.
2. ‘tree sky view’ with only vegetation calculated as obstructions
3. ‘building and tree sky view’ with both buildings and vegetation calculated as

obstructions.

The results were analyzed graphically along with an attempt of regression with

the raw data, and it was determined that a linear relationship with continuous data could
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not be used to test the relationship between dependent and independent variables without

introducing heteroscedasticity (one of the assumptions in the regression tests is

homoscedasticity).  While observed maximum PDOP was generally larger for lower sky

view percentages and decreases as the percentage sky view increases, the variability in

observed maximum PDOP for lower sky view percentages was large.

Each of the three ‘sky view’ measures (buildings, vegetation, and integrated

buildings/ vegetation) was computed for each reference point.  These values were then

categorized into 5% intervals, and the means for each class were derived.  Regressions

were performed, and the significance of each model was evaluated based on the F-test at

the 95 percent confidence level.   The significance of the regression parameters was also

evaluated based on their t-values.  This paper did not include other GPS error sources,

such as multipathing, that are clearly occurring in the urban environment.  It is assumed

that the geometric configuration of available satellites as created from the occluded sky is

still the most dominant error source and multipathing is somewhat minor as compared to

occlusion.

RESULTS
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Since a clear linear relationship was not evident and there was evidence of

heteroscedasticity in the data, the data were transformed to categories.  The mean values

for each variable were derived from 5% wide percent sky view classes.  These means

were used as inputs in statistical analysis.  The categories with at least four observations

were used in analysis.  There were no ‘empty’ categories throughout the data sets; rather

these low frequency categories occurred at either end of the range.  The integrated

building and vegetation sky view exhibited the closest distribution to a normal probability

plot, suggesting the clearest linear relationship of the three.

Regression Analysis

Categorization of the Data

After the data were grouped into 5% categories, the means of the sky view values,

and their paired observed PDOP (or ratio of predicted /observed PDOP values) were

determined and used as input into regression analysis.  Using a mean observed PDOP

from multiple points rather than purely continuous data was also an attempt to minimize

the effect of geometry of satellites on the study.  The mean values of each category help

to visualize the relationship between dependent and independent variables (Figures 4.1-

4.6).  The building and integrated building and vegetation sky view models have the

clearest linear trends, while the vegetation sky view model was much less linear.  The

observed PDOP vs. the ratio of predicted to observed PDOP invariably inverts the

relationship from a negative to an positive relationship to sky view
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Figure 4.1. Scatter plot of mean building            Figure 4.2. Scatter plot of means of building
obscured sky view by predicted/observed            obscured sky view by observed PDOP.
PDOP.

   

Figure 4.3. Scatter plot of mean vegetation        Figure 4.4.  Scatter plot of mean of vegetation
obscured sky view by predicted/observed             obscured sky view by observed PDOP.        
PDOP.

  

Figure 4.5.  Scatter plot of mean building/            Figure 4.6. Scatter plot of means of
vegetation obscured sky view by predicted/             building/vegetation obscured sky
observed PDOP.                                                        view by observed PDOP.
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Initially, six separate simple linear regressions were computed using SPSS statistical

software.  The most promising results of the regressions will be discussed in the

following section.

Regression Results

The results that displayed the most potential were the integrated

building/vegetation obstruction models, and thus only the results of these regression

analyses will be discussed.

Observed PDOP and Integrated Building/Vegetation Sky view

Modeling observed maximum PDOP with the integrated building/vegetation

obstruction model was statistically significant at the .05 level (Table 4.4).  Out of the total

squared error (112.204) over 74% (83.596/112.204) was explained by the regression

model.  Not surprisingly the slope of the regression line (-.175) was statistically different

than 0.0 at the .001 significance level.  Both the y-intercept and slope were statistically

different form 0.0.  For every 1% change in sky view the observed maximum PDOP will

decrease by .175.

Table 4.1. Results from Regression Analysis with Integrated Building/Vegetation
Obscured Sky view and Observed PDOP

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 83.596 1 83.596 26.298 .001
Residual 28.609 9 3.179
Total 112.204 10

MODEL R R Square Adjusted R Square Standard Error of
the Estimate

.863 .745 .717 1.78290

Coefficients Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) 12.949 1.237 10.465 .000
BATSKY -.175 .034 -.863 -5.128 .001
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The results of this analysis indicate that the integrated building and vegetation model can

effectively predict the average maximum PDOP values that will be observed in the field.

Given the estimates of model parameter values the following predictive model could be

used to plan for expected PDOP:

Expected PDOP  =  12.949  -  (.175 * Modeled Sky view) (Equation 4.1)

In practice GPS observations collected with a mapping receiver like the Trimble ProXR

receiver should have an observed PDOP of 6.0 or less (Geomatics Canada, 1993,

Trimble, 2002).  A PDOP of greater than 6.0 indicates geometric configuration of four

satellites that would result in a poorer positional estimate. Given these criteria, equation 1

can be inverted to determine the modeled sky view for locations that would, on average,

have an observed PDOP of less than 6.0:

(6.0 - 12.949) / -.175 = Modeled Sky view (Equation 4.2)
= 39.42%

For planning purposes, all locations with a modeled sky view of 39% or less should be

avoided if a PDOP value of 6.0 or less is desired.

Predicted PDOP/Observed PDOP and Integrated Building/Vegetation Sky view

The ratio of predicted versus observed maximum PDOP with the integrated

building and vegetation obstruction model was statistically significant at the .05 level

(Table 4.9).  Out of the total squared error (.287) over 87% (.252/.287) was explained by

the regression model.  As expected with this amount of variance explained, the slope of
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the regression line (.009600) was statistically different than 0 at the .000 significance

level.  Both the y-intercept and slope were statistically significant.  For every 1% change

in sky view the ratio of predicted to observed PDOP would increase by .009600.

Table 4.2. Results from Regression Analysis with Integrated Building/Vegetation
Obscured Sky view and Predicted/Observed PDOP

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression .252 1 .252 64.600 .000
Residual .035 9 .004
Total .287 10

MODEL R R Square Adjusted R Square Standard Error of
the Estimate

.937 .878 .864 .06241

Coefficients Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) .236 .043 5.454 .000
BATSKY .009600 .001 .937 8.037 .000

This means, that as sky view increases, the ratio moves closer to 1, translating into less

obstructions in the environment interfering with the GPS signal.  This analysis was

indicative of a model that could adequately predict the ratio of predicted to observed

PDOP values observed in the field.  This prediction, however, does not translate into a

practical predictive tool.  To use this model for predicting good/poor GPS positions the

user would have to also model the predicted PDOP for the entire temporal period of

interest.  While this is possible, such implementation would be a major effort.  Rather,

this regression result serves as additional support to the results of regression 5, which do

transfer into practical, applicable results.

Data Transformation

One final development to the relationship between observed PDOP and the

integrated building and vegetation sky view model was attempted to improve the

regression model results.  Based on the premise that PDOP values will never decrease to
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0, rather gradually decrease towards 1, the natural log (ln) of observed maximum PDOP

values was calculated.  Graphically evaluating the relationship between the natural log of

observed maximum PDOP and the integrated building/vegetation sky view model it was

apparent that an inverse relationship exists (Figure 4.7).  When the means of this

relationship were derived, the inverse relationship was even more apparent (Figure 4.8).

Not surprisingly, the modeled linear relationship between the logged observed

maximum PDOP and integrated building/vegetation sky view produced a significant

result at the .05 level (Table 4.11).

Table 4.3. Results from Linear Regression Analysis with Integrated
Building/Vegetation Obscured Sky view and ln(Observed PDOP)

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 1.846 1 1.846 38.723 .000
Residual .429 9 .048
Total 2.275 10

MODEL R R Square Adjusted R Square Standard Error of
the Estimate

.901 .811 .790 .21836

Coefficients Unstandardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. Error Beta
(Constant) 2.728 .004 -.901 -6.223 .000
BATSKY -.0260 .152 17.999 .000

    

        Figure 4.7. Scatter plot of building/                  Figure 4.8. Scatter plot of mean
        vegetation sky view by the natural log                 building/vegetation sky view by the natural
        of observed maximum PDOP.                              log of observed maximum PDOP.
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The regression explained 81% of the total squared error, and the slope and y-intercept

were found to be significant.  The results of this analysis offer an improvement to the

modeled relationship between observed maximum PDOP and integrated

building/vegetation sky view (R2 increase of 0.071).  Transforming the data, as expected,

increased the strength of the modeled relationship, suggesting further support for the

relationship between buildings and vegetation as obstructions relating to observed PDOP.

This results of this analysis implies that the exponential regression of integrated

building/vegetation model can be used to predict a modeled percent sky view where the

observed maximum PDOP would a given value:

   Ln(Observed PDOP)  =   2.728 -  (.0260 * Modeled Sky view) (Equation 4.3)

Equation 3 can be inverted to determine the modeled sky view for locations that would,

on average, have an observed PDOP of 6.0 or less:

(ln(6.0) – 2.728) / -0.026  = modeled sky view (Equation 4.4)
= 36.0092%

Thus, for planning purposes, all locations with a modeled sky view of 36% or less should

be avoided if a PDOP value of 6.0 or less is desired.

Clearly, the final modification of observed PDOP values (natural log) produced

the best results, a common occurrence when data are normalized.  This result supports the

overall hypothesis that buildings and vegetation, as obstructions in the urban

environment, can explain observed maximum PDOP.

Discussion of Building, Vegetation, and Integrated Building/Vegetation Sky view
Models

Among the three sky view models, the integrated building/vegetation model with

predicted/observed PDOP as a dependent variable yielded the strongest results,
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explaining 87% of the variance of the relationship between the two.  This would suggest

that the two separate obstructions of building and vegetation when integrated together

contribute to most of the obstructions in the urban environment studied here.  Separately,

building obstructions or vegetation obstructions do not represent account all of the

variance in observed maximum PDOP.   The integrated model, computed in a GIS

environment produced the most realistic representations of obstructions, and when

regressed with observed maximum PDOP values produced a predictive, practical model.

This model was significant, and could function as a predictor of observed maximum

PDOP in practical applications.

Using the natural log of the observed maximum PDOP produced the best

practical explanation of the total variance (81% explained).  This exponential model

makes theoretical sense as observed PDOP would increase exponentially as sky view

continued to decrease. While the regression between the ratio of observed to predicted

PDOP and the integrated building/vegetation model produced the highest R2 value (87%),

it was also, at this point, not practical to use in surveying applications.  This hypothesis

was best answered using observed maximum PDOP values (either logged or unlogged)

without predicted PDOP.
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CONCLUSIONS

Research Objective

The research objective of this paper was to develop and validate a model for

predicting position dilution of precision (PDOP) at specific locations in an urban

environment using a GIS-based sky view model.  Urban environments contain a

multitude of obstructions that may prevent GPS satellite signals from reaching the GPS

receiver in the field.  The first task in any GPS-based survey project is to establish

locations for stable monuments and where GPS satellites signals may be received.  This

task is, in practice, accomplished through at two-step process of 1) a time-consuming

field reconnaissance with best-guesses of sky view at each candidate location and 2)

subsequent revisit to each with the GPS receiver collecting data.  If a reliable model of

sky view within these complex urban environments can be constructed then the first task

is essentially eliminated.  Recent advances in airborne LIDAR (Light Detection And

Ranging) terrain mapping and the adoption of this technology by counties and states

provides the fundamental terrain database for developing such a model.  Multiple LIDAR

return data (normally provided as part of the LIDAR contract) provides the source for

mapping vegetative cover on the terrain.    Although conceptual models have been

discussed and photogrammetric-based models prepared (Boulianne, et al., 1996), there

has not been an attempt at developing (and subsequent validation) of any GIS-based

model for this problem.

In this paper, a GIS-based sky view model was developed and validated.  This

objective was achieved through exploring the fundamental relationship between GPS

error (via observed PDOP) and urban obstructions.  The major obstructions in an urban
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environment are, and those modeled in this study, were buildings and vegetation.  Both

the terrain and vegetation cover were modeled with a combination of multiple return

LIDAR and building footprints derived from digital aerial photography.  The embedded

sky view model utilized two basic factors when determining the effect of obstructions –

the height of the obstruction and the distance to the obstruction.  Using cartographic

modeling techniques, neighboring obstructions were identified, measured, and the

percentage sky view computed in all directions around a candidate survey location.

Reference data (i.e., observed maximum PDOP) collected across the University of South

Carolina campus were compared to three models of sky view.  Sixty GPS observations

were collected at each survey location and the maximum observed PDOP recorded.   The

sky view data were categorized and means were used for all statistical analyses, as the

continuous data were heteroscedastic suggesting unequal variance in the data.

Linear and non-linear (i.e., exponential) regression was utilized to evaluate the

strength of the relationship between observed maximum PDOP and the three modeled

sky view calculations:

1.  Building obstructed sky view
2.  Vegetation obstructed sky view
3.  Integrated building/vegetation obstructed sky view

The maximum observed PDOP values were utilized as dependent variables in three

regression models.  The ratio between predicted to observed PDOP values were used in

three other regression models.  Of these six initial regressions, the model that explained

the most variance (87%) in the dependent variable was the relationship between

predicted/observed PDOP and integrated building/vegetation obstructed sky view.  While

this relationship is strong the practical use of a model with predicted PDOP is
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problematic.  The most practical of these six initial regression equations came from the

relationship between maximum observed PDOP and the integrated building/vegetation

obstructed sky view.  This latter relationship explained 74% of the variance of observed

PDOP and suggested that for each 1% increase in sky view, the observed PDOP will

decrease by .175.  If, when mission planning one follows the generally accepted cut off of

an observed PDOP of 6 or less (Geomatics Canada, 1993, Trimble, 2002), this would

indicate that locations with a modeled sky view of 39.42% would not be suitable for GPS

observation.

Further regression analysis indicated that transforming the dependent variable

maximum observed PDOP (natural log) would more closely relate to the PDOP values, as

the relationship appears to be exponential.   Regressing the logged observed PDOP with

the integrated building/vegetation model produced a strong and theoretically based

relationship.  This regression explained 81% of the variance of the ln (observed PDOP),

an improvement over the initial linear regression of observed PDOP with the combined

building and vegetation sky view model.  In practical terms, this regression equation was

inverted to predict a minimum acceptable sky view percentage of 36% for PDOP values

of 6 or lower.

The research objective of the paper was accomplished through the development of

a practical application, using statistical analysis to validate the sky view model.  The

inputs to the model, derived using LIDAR, represent a rapid method of determining

elevation and obstruction information necessary to the sky view model.  The GIS

processing portion of the sky view model was automated and refined for efficiency.  The

cartographic modeling approach, using raster data models and local, neighborhood, and
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zonal functions making a tangible product for the user community.  With a slight addition

of automatically summarizing percent sky view for all directional wedges, a fully

functional tool would result.  With a more modest effort, the temporal nature of the GPS

satellite constellation could be modeled to identify not only what candidate survey

locations may be GPS’d, but also the ideal time they should be visited.

 In the urban environment, buildings and vegetation act as obstructions in the use

of GPS to reliably observe locations.  This research represents a pioneering method in

which obstructions in the urban environment were quantified in relation to GPS PDOP.

5.2 Further Research

Further research and validation of the model presented would definitely aid in

strengthening the outcome of the results.  Testing the same research hypotheses in other

urban environments would give added extendibility to the sky view model.  Other

avenues of exploration might be addressing further possible obstructions in the urban

environment.   As an urban environment becomes increasingly complex, so too do the

obstructions which would affect the ability of the GPS receiver to collect data reliably.

This can only be reflected in the ability of data to represent these obstructions; thus

varying resolution also becomes an issue for further research and analysis.  Finally, the

use of mean observed PDOP for each observation rather than maximum observed PDOP

for a set of observations might provide a stronger relationship between PDOP and sky

view.  If the maximum observed PDOP used in this study varied greatly within each sixty

observation set then it may not be a good indicator of observed PDOP.
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Altering the technique of deriving vegetation to be more accurate may result in

higher loading of this variable in a regression equation.  Also, representing trees as

something other than opaque obstructions might also increase the sensitivity of the

modeled sky view.

A portion of the study that was left out due to time and data acquisition

constraints was the evaluation of the spatial accuracy of the GPS observations measured

against some form of truth.  This research would be extremely useful to the GPS user

community.  Derivation of truth would be best served using traditional surveying

techniques.

Finally, the addition of the component of real-time geometry of satellites would

be the most compelling test of the sky view model.  While this would be a complex

effort, it would result in an extremely useful application to all levels of users in any area

of GPS utilization.
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